SPYPOINT SOLAR
Never buy batteries again! The SPYPOINT SOLAR trail/security camera has a built-in solar panel & rechargeable
battery.
The SOLAR camera captures 12-megapixel photos or HD videos in colour by day & black-and-white by night. The camera
uses high-power super low glow led’s for the best image quality at night along with the IR-BOOST and the BLUR
REDUCTION technology settings.
The SOLAR camera has a built-in solar panel to charge its internal battery.* SPYPOINT thought of everything but
if you’re still wanting a guarantee, you can simply add 6 AA batteries that you will never see the end of. The
trigger speed of 0.07 sec is the fastest on the market. The curved motion sensor lens improves the detection
angle and distance of its 5 detection zones. The detection range can be adjusted from 5' to 80'.
It is also possible to take photos at regular pre-set intervals with the Time lapse mode. The Multi-shot mode allows up to 6
photos per detection. Videos from 10 to 90 seconds with sound can also be recorded. Date, time, temperature (°C/°F) and
moon phase can be printed on each photo. It is also equipped with a 2’’viewing screen. No batteries required (6xAA
optional). A removable SD/SDHC card (up to 32 GB, not included) is required to store images and video.
Main Features:





















12 Megapixel picture quality
Covered by SPYPOINT’s two year camera warranty
0.07 sec trigger speed
Integrated Solar panel with Built-in rechargeable battery
Built-in 2" viewing screen with zoom & pan
Ultra Compact
42 high power super low glow led’s for night time illumination
HD video recording from 10 to 90 sec. (720p) with sound.
Colour pictures by day, black and white by night
Multi-shot mode up to 6 pictures per detection
Time-Lapse mode
Photo first option in video mode
Adjustable distance detection sensor ( Low, Medium, High)
Start-Stop time adjustable period
Night time Led mode: Optimal, Boost or Blur reduction
Date, time, moon phase and temperature stamp on pictures
Requires an SD/SDHC card up to 32 GB (not included)
Can be powered using 6 Alkaline AA batteries (not included)
12 volt power jack
User friendly menu

FREE - 48 MP software download available via Spypoint. With this free software, you can turn any size image into a 48
megapixel photo.

